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WHY SHOULD LEARNERS ENTER STEM COMPETITIONS?
Learners should stretch themselves by testing their knowledge and understanding of STEM
subjects by entering STEM Competitions like Olympiads.

Learners can test their critical thinking and collaboration skills by working in pairs while doing a
STEM project.

STEM competitions also teach Learners the relevance of their learning, as well as the importance
of teamwork, success and failure.

Contests make an opportunity for Learners to challenge themselves.

LIST OF AVAILABLE COMPETITIONS IN SOUTH AFRICA

OLYMPIAD TRAINING
PROGRAMME

STEM COMPETITIONS

www.saasta.ac.za/astemi
-competitions-2

THE UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN
MATHEMATICS COMPETITION

SOUTH AFRICAN
PHYSICS OLYMPIAD

THE WORLD ROBOT OLYMPIAD

LIVING MATHS
MATHLETICS OLYMPIAD

CONQUESTA PRIMARY
SCHOOL OLYMPIADS

ESKOM EXPO FOR
YOUNG SCIENTISTS

FEMSSISA

SOUTH AFRICAN
SCIENCE OLYMPIADS

COMPUTER TALENT SEARCH

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
OLYMPIAD

COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
OLYMPIAD

SOUTH AFRICAN
MATHEMATICS OLYMPIAD

SOUTH AFRICAN
MATHEMATICS CHALLENGE

SIYANQOBA REGIONAL OLYMPIAD
TRAINING PROGRAMME

TEACHER PROBLEM
SOLVING COURSE

FAMELAB® SOUTH AFRICA

NATIONAL SCIENCE OLYMPIAD™

NATURAL SCIENCE OLYMPIAD™

SOUTH AFRICAN SCIENCE
LENS COMPETITION™

YOUNG SCIENCE 
COMMUNICATORS COMPETITION™

ASTROQUIZ™

NATIONAL SCHOOL DEBATES™

STEM Club Learners should
aim to enter as many of the
Competitions listed on the

following pages as possible.
Scan the QR Code to view all
ASTEMI Competitions (listed

above):

"STEM Club at our school has revived
the love for STEM subjects to those

learners that are not doing well
academically. Having STEM Club
meetings has shown that learners
perform well in academics if fun is

thrown into the mix and STEM Club
came with the fun in the academic space
and our Wednesdays are no longer the

same." COSAT



Challenge Questions will be set on 2 topics and will be at Primary School Level and High School Level
and in English and Afrikaans. 
Usually the due date for submission of answers is within a month of receiving the questions. Please see
the STEM Club 2023 Calendar for due dates of the answers. 
Initially, the Challenge Questions will be fairly straightforward. But later in the year, challenge questions
will involve two or more STEM topics (e.g. Biology and Engineering). 
Challenge Questions are posed in English and in Afrikaans. 
Answers: 

When we read the Learner’s answers we take their age and language preference into account. 
Each month, STEM Club staff read all the answers that were submitted by the due date and select the
answer that best fits the question and the criteria. 
Winners are announced on the Teacher WhatsApp group and in the Newsletters. 
Prizes and certificates are sent to the schools for handing out at an Award Ceremony usually in October.
 

Challenge Questions have been set up for Individual members of STEM Club to challenge themselves
to answer open–ended questions sent out each month by the CTSC STEM Club Team.  

       Answers should be typed in English or Afrikaans but code switching into different languages can take 
       place for an odd word.  
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The Teachers download and print the Challenge Questions on A4 paper (landscape) and then prestik a copy
onto the relevant STEM Club posters. 
The Teachers show that month’s Challenge Questions on the data projector and discusses the meaning of
the questions with the STEM Club, without answering them. 
The Teachers also discuss the criteria e.g. number of sentences AND the due date. 
The STEM Club Learners do research on a computer about the questions and the Teachers assist with how to
answer on a Google link. 
The STEM Club Learners answer the questions in their own words and  

SUGGESTIONS FOR STEM CLUBS 
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
       - Primary school answers – a minimum of 2 sentences.  
       - Secondary school answers – a minimum of 5 sentences 
If necessary, the learners do a sketch that will be uploaded as their answer. 
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A Research Plan together with an Ethics Checklist 
A Journal 
A Report  
An Abstract  
A Poster 

Who else has done a similar project? (Background research) 
Why am I doing this project? (Purpose and aim) 
How will I do this project? (Hypothesis / Goals and Method) 
When must it be done? (Timeframe) 
How do I record the project information? (Journal and Report) 
How do I show the important part of my project? (Abstract and Poster) 

Expo teaches learners to conduct scientific and engineering research, which then prepares them for
further study in the field of Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics and Innovation (STEMI). The
organisation seeks to engage young people from across South Africa in high-quality scientific research in
13 categories that cover scientific investigations, engineering projects, mathematics, computer science or
social science projects. 

WHO CAN PARTICIPATE IN EXPO? 
Expo district / regional competitions are open to all learners in school, including home-schooled learners.
Check with the Regional Science Fair Director (RSFD) of your region about grades that are
accommodated in your area.
 

Learners are encouraged to do and enter research projects individually, however, a group project with
only two members is also accepted.  

A learner may only enter one project in one Expo Region per year. 

WHAT IS AN EXPO PROJECT?
An Expo research project involves learners undertaking thorough research of a topic and presenting this
research in written, visual and spoken form. Doing an Expo project is a form of project-based learning as
many Expo participants have advanced scientific knowledge after entering Expo and they did the learning
themselves i.e. they were ‘learner driven’. 

Types of projects: Scientific Investigations OR Engineering / Computer Science OR Mathematics /
Theoretical OR Social Sciences – learners enter one type 

Projects should focus on ONE of the 13 Expo Categories. 
Expo categories: https://exposcience.co.za/projects/categories/ 

An Expo project is made up of the following parts which are done in this order: 
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

At the beginning of your project, you need to ask yourself these questions:  

Resources: https://exposcience.co.za/get-involved/resources/

STEM COMPETITIONS:
ESKOM EXPO FOR YOUNG SCIENTISTS
Eskom Expo for Young Scientists (Expo) is a national initiative in South Africa
where learners are provided a platform to showcase their research projects.
Expo is proud to have 35 affiliated regions in all South African provinces in
which learners can participate. In the Western Cape there are four regions:
Cape Town, Eden Karoo, Stellenbosch and West Coast. Learners get to
showcase and discuss their work to judges and the public (this may include
teachers, learners and other interested people). 



SAICE - WESTERN CAPE
BRIDGE BUILDING
COMPETITION 
The Western Cape Branch of the South African
Institution of Civil Engineering (SAICE) 
will once again be hosting their prestigious
annual schools Bridge Building competition. 
This year they have partnered with the Cape
Town Science Centre to ensure more learners
get to experience this unique and rewarding
engineering competition. 

The objective of the competition is for teams of
three learners (Grades 10 -12) to build a bridge that
meets specific parameters specified by the
competition using a limited number of timber struts
and a single tube of glue. This project is intense and
focused and will expose learners to the concepts of
designing, fabricating and assembling their design. 

Bridge Building Kits will be issued to STEM Club
High schools which the Club will take and then
build at their schools. The bridges will be
collected and brought to a central venue where
they will be loaded until they break. The bridges
will be assessed on their strength to mass ratio
as well as their aesthetics. 

Schools that perform well, will be invited to
participate in the SAICE-WC Bridge Building
competition where they will get another chance to
build a bridge under live conditions with other
schools. 

For more information on the competition please
visit our website: www.saicewc.co.za/school-
competition/saice-wc-bridge-building-
competition/ 

STEM COMPETITIONS: 
WCED & HORIZON MATHS 
COMPETITION 
The WCED & Horizon Maths Competition has
been held for the last twenty-three years in
the Western Cape and at our sister schools in
Gauteng, Eastern Cape, Limpopo and Natal.  

The aim of this competition is to instill a love
and appreciation for Mathematics and is
open to Grades 5, 6 and 7. 

Each year around 70 000 learners participate
nationally in this competition. Our aim is to reach
as many individual students as from all cultural
and socio-economic backgrounds. We strive to
make an impact on the individual child and to
leave them with an excitement and curiosity for
Mathematics. 

The competition is based on two rounds. The
First Round will be written at your school. You
will conduct the test. The entrance for the First
Round is free. Learners who attain 50% and
higher in the First Round qualify for the Second
Round. However, a minimum of 10 pupils per
school may proceed to the Second Round even
if they get below 50%. There will be a fee of R20
per Entrant. This fee will be subsidized by WCED
for all participant schools. So the Second Round
is free. 

Teachers can support learners by practicing on
the past papers on our website - hmc.org.za 

STEM Clubs is very helpful in our school
especially in natural sciences. The activities

given to learners encourage them to be more
interested in sciences. It encourages learners

to be creative thinkers, inquisitive and
develop more skills. Natural sciences and
technology results improved, learners are

working hard to pass the subjects so 
that they can be part of a stem club. 

INTSHAYELELO PRIMARY SCHOOL -
SCIENCE BUDDIES STEM CLUB
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Each team consists of four (4) learners (no less, no
more) 
Entry is free 
Schools enroll via an enrolment form for round 1.  
No school is allowed to jump a round. 
Round 1 will be paper-based and written at
school. All schools must submit their results
before being allowed to enroll for round 2. 
Rounds 2 to 4 will be online. 
The top three teams in the provincial round as
well as the top three in the national round stand
to win prizes. 

The paper will be emailed to all educators who
registered by the closing date.  
All grade 7 learners are allowed to participate at
the school.  
The educator has the choice to either not restrict
the number of grade 7 learners taking the quiz, or
may select 1 to 2 teams of four members each at
this stage.  
Once the quiz has been written, the educator
provides NRF-SAASTA with the results on the
form, which the educator will receive together
with the paper.   
The educator decides/selects which team or
teams (maximum two teams) they would like to
enroll for round 2.  

AstroQuiz is a national 
competition, which enables 
grade 7 learners from all 
provinces in South Africa to prove their knowledge of
astronomy. The quiz consists of 30 multiple-choice
questions. Participants receive recognition in the
form of certificates and awards. The competition has
been running since 2005 as a face-to-face
competition. This format changed in 2021 to include
technology. There are now four (4) rounds with the
first round being paper based and done at school.
From round two onwards, learners participate in
teams of four each. 

RULES 
This competition is open to Grade 7 learners only. 
There are four rounds that will be run. 

GENERAL 

ROUND 1 SCHOOL ROUND 

For Round 2, 3 & 4 District Rounds - selected
schools will receive more information. 

For more information and past papers:
www.saasta.ac.za/competitions/astroquiz/ 

ASTROQUIZ COMPETITION 

National Science Schools Debates 
Competition SAASTA presents an 
opportunity and invites participation 
for learners to debate high-level scientific topics.  The
National Schools Science Debate competition 2023 will
be implemented using a hybrid model through virtual
submissions and training, as well as onsite provincial
and national tournaments. The primary objective of the
competition is to develop research, critical thinking,
and information literacy skills through researching and
debating scientific topics. It also aims to advance
public awareness, appreciation, and engagement of
science, technology, and engineering in South Africa. 

WHO MAY ENTER?  LEARNERS FROM GRADES 9 TO
11 WHO ARE:  
- Interested in developing their scientific research and 
   information literacy skills
- Critical thinkers
- Willing to work as a team to present logical, clear   
    arguments
- Entry is free

PHASES OF THE COMPETITION 
Online Registration and Entry Submission - Online
registration will be opened to all schools, with there
being no limitation to the number of schools per
province. Schools will complete the online or manual
registration form and submit to SAASTA before the
closing date. Learners will prepare opening and closing
statements of 2 minutes each in a video or voice note
format and submit online before the closing date. 
 Entries from districts will be adjudicated and the top 10
schools per province will progress to the provincial
workshops and tournaments. 

PROVINCIAL WORKSHOP AND TOURNAMENTS  
The top 10 schools per province will attend an online
workshop on the debating style, and then compete in
the provincial tournaments in person. A new topic will
be provided to the learners to prepare accordingly for
the tournament. 

NATIONAL TOURNAMENT  
Provincial winners will compete at the national
tournament for the title of the 2023 National School
Science Debates champions. SAASTA intends to host
the national finals as an in-person event. A reversed
data billing system or a zero-rated platform will be
used at the provincial workshop. 

debates@saasta.ac.za  |  www.saasta.ac.za 

NATIONAL SCIENCE 
SCHOOLS DEBATES
COMPETITION 
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 “Scientists have become the bearers of the torch of
discovery in our quest for knowledge.”
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The aim of the Natural Science Olympiad® (now in its 121th year) is to identify and nurture talent in Natural
Science and to increase the number of learners who opt for Physical Science, Life Science, Accounting and
Mathematics at high schools. It also acts as a feeder for SAASTA’s National Science Olympiad for grades 10
to 12, which is now in its 587th year. 

The competition questions encourages all learners, those who love science and those who have never been
exposed to the fascinating world of science, to take Physical Sciences, Life Sciences and Mathematics at
high school level and to consider a career in science, engineering or technology. 

ENTER THE 2023 NATIONAL NATURAL SCIENCE OLYMPIAD 
1. The entry fee for the Natural Science Olympiads is R35 per learner per paper. 
2. There are two papers to choose from, i.e. Grades 4 - 6 and Grades 7 - 9.
3. Only learners in grade 4 - 6 and 7 - 9 may enter respectively. 
4. All papers are available in both English and Afrikaans. 
5. Link to online registration platform - available at end of January: https://olympiad.saasta.ac.za 

Past papers to practice on are available at: www.saasta.ac.za/competitions/natural-science-olympiad/ 

NRF SAASTA OLYMPIADS
NATURAL SCIENCE OLYMPIAD

The National Science Olympiad is in its 587th year. The project offers learners in grades 10-11 an exciting
opportunity to compete in science with fellow learners from all nine (9) provinces as well as SADC countries
such as Lesotho, Zimbabwe and Namibia. 

The competition comprises an annual examination in science (Physical and Life Sciences). The top national
performers stand to win prizes. The main aim of the competition is to identify talent, encourage excellence in
science education and to stimulate interest in the sciences. It seeks to inspire young people to consider
careers in science and technology. The top winners will attend a prize giving ceremony either face-to-face or
online. 

ENTER THE 2023 NATIONAL SCIENCE OLYMPIAD 
1. The entry fee for the National Science Olympiads is R35 per learner per paper. 
2. Learners can enrol for Physical Sciences and/or Life Sciences. 
3. All papers are available in both English and Afrikaans.
4. Only learners in grades 10, 11 and 12 may enter. 
5. Link to online registration platform available at end of January:  https://olympiad.saasta.ac.za   

Download past papers to practice on, from: www.saasta.ac.za/competitions/national-science-olympiad/ 

NATIONAL PHYSICAL SCIENCE OR LIFE SCIENCE OLYMPIAD 

STEPHEN HAWKINGS

https://kidadl.com/facts/must-know-facts-about-stephen-hawking-for-science-readers


The SAMO is for Grade 8 – 12 learners and the 1st Round hopes to involve as many 

Learners who attain 50% or higher in the first round qualify for the 2nd Round. There are two levels: junior
(grade 8 and 9) and senior (grade 10 to 12). This time both groups write two-hour papers requiring
answers only. It will be written on the 12th May. 

The top 100 of each division from the previous round qualify for the 3rd Round. The paper consists of real
Olympiad problems: tough questions requiring insight, ingenuity and logical rigorous proofs. It will be
written on the 27th July. 

The best achievers are considered to be selected for the national teams taking part in the International
and Pan African Mathematics Olympiads. 

The SAMO, and the SA Maths Challenge (SAMC) are national Mathematics competitions organised by
the South African Mathematics Foundation (SAMF) which aims to improve mathematical ability. 

THE SOUTH AFRICAN MATHEMATICS OLYMPIAD (SAMO)
www.samf.ac.za/en/sa-mathematics-olympiad 

       learners as possible in problem-solving. This makes it the biggest Olympiad in the 
       country. The First Round will be written on 9 March and consists of three levels: grade 8, grade 9 and 
       grades 10 to 12. Each paper contains 20 questions with multiple-choice answers, and learners have one     
       hour to complete the paper. For this round, the teachers mark the papers or it is auto-marked for the   
       schools that chose to write the 1st round online. 

The SAMC caters for Grade 4 – 7 learners and also consists of 3 rounds. It uses 

SAMF strives to keep entry fees low with a lowest option of R 20 per learner. More information
concerning the entry fees for 2023 will be available on the SAMF website in due time. 

The best way to prepare for an Olympiad is to work through past papers. All the SAMO & SAMC past
papers and solutions are available on the SAMF’s website www.samf.ac.za. You have to register as a user
to gain access to these valuable resources. 

SAMF has partnered with MyTutor.chat, an online platform which gives access to some of the past
papers. Learners and teachers can register and immediately start practicing on questions. Questions will
increase in difficulty as you get it right, or test your skill again with a similar question until you can
progress. 

SOUTH AFRICAN MATHEMATICS FOUNDATION CHALLENGE 
www.samf.ac.za/en/sa-mathematics-challenge 

       the same qualification system as the SAMO i.e. above 50% gives access to the 
       2nd Round. 

SOUTH AFRICAN MATHEMATICS OLYMPIAD &
SOUTH AFRICAN MATHEMATICS FOUNDATION CHALLENGE

We will always have STEM with us. Some things will drop out of the public eye and
go away, but there will always be science, engineering, and technology. 

And there will always, always be mathematics.

KATHERINE JOHNSON
African-American Mathematician
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to popularise Mathematics among high schools in Western Cape. 
to raise awareness among both learners and teachers that Mathematics is a subject that is enjoyable and
accessible for all.
to identify promising students and offer them opportunities for further development of their mathematical
talents.
to attract students to study mathematics at UCT. 

The UCT Mathematics Competition is open to all high schools in the Western Cape. Registration will
open on 1 February 2023; interested teachers can enter their schools using the online portal -
portal.uctmathscompetition.org.za/.  

Each school may enter five individuals and five pairs in each grade.  
There is no entry fee. 

THE OBJECTIVES OF THE COMPETITION ARE: 

The competition is being held in the evening of Tuesday 25 April 2023 at the University of Cape Town. 
 www.uctmathscompetition.org.za/ hosts a repository of past papers. 

Apart from having loads of fun, the challenge of starting our STEM club and planning
activities for each week has really proven to be a real learning opportunity and a period of

growth for me and the learners. Through teamwork the learners were able to build
friendships across the different grades and it was delightful to watch them smile and laugh

and having fun while busy acquiring new scientific skills and knowledge. It was
encouraging to see the learners show up every week in their numbers, eager to discover
something new and to learn more. And even more heart-warming when they popped in

through the week to ask, "Teacher, are we meeting on Thursday?" 
 
 

The parents were very helpful in terms of allowing me the time to
engage with their children in stem club activities, even after

school. The learner's really enjoyed doing these activities and they
were very effective activities that enhance learner abilities in

understanding some Natural Science concepts.
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TESTIMONIALS 

APEX STEM CLUB 

Our School's Club was only conducted after our teachers attended the STEM
Workshop. This meant that not all our Science Department staff had buy-in
yet. Because we are continuing for the 2023 term, we can better plan each

activity. We had more participants than was expected, but less in the junior
(GET phase). After posting on social media more scholars attended. The

incentive of receiving a participation award encourage continued
participation. The only problem we faced was that there are other extra

classes conducted on the same day/time, so the most of the Gr12s did not
participate.

JILLIAN METTLER
Natural Sciences Teacher -

Wellington Secondary School 

PATHFINDERS STEM CLUB
Nal’ikamva Primary School 


